
U.S. Bankruptcy Court
Western District of New York

ECF Style Guide

This guide contains the preferred style practices for all of the CM/ECF application in the Western District of
New York. The intention of the guide is to make everyone’s task easier, whether they are entering data or
inquiring into the CM/ECF database. The application of a common set of styles when creating docket entries
results in information being captured and displayed in more uniform and predictable ways, thus reducing
confusion and errors. In addition, style consistency is the key to efficient searches in CM/ECF, since successful
queries require very exact matches on search data including punctuation, abbreviations, and upper or lower
case.

The rule of thumb when using the CM/ECF application is to keep it simple. Using the least amount of
punctuation and descriptive information as possible will further enhance uniformity.
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Adding Parties

When adding new parties to the CM/ECF database, the names should conform with punctuation and spacing
conventions adopted by the Western District of New York Bankruptcy Court and listed in the Style
Conventions for Names sections of this guide.

Most of case opening in CM/ECF consists of adding names of debtors, joint debtors, plantiffs and defendants to
cases. As cases progress, creditors and other parties are added as well. Access to this information is vital to the
court, the bar, and the general public.

Searching for Parties

Make sure you search the CM/ECF database for a party before you add them to a case.

Before adding any party to a case, search for that party using appropriate “search clues”. If the system finds the
correct name, select it to help eliminate different versions of the same party name.

Even something as simple as “US” can cause ambiguity if everyone is entering it differently. For instance,
following this style guide can help avoid “US” being in the database also as “United States”, “U.S.”, “UNITED
STATES”, “USA”, “U.S.A.”, or “U.S. of A.”.

Search Strategies

CM/ECF searches require exact text matches.

• Be sure to use appropriate upper and lowercase characters since the search is case sensitive.
• When searching for debtors, the more search clues you provide, the more likely you are to find the exact

person you are searching for. For example, if you search for the last name of Grant, CM/ECF may return
a list of a hundred parties with that last name. However, if you search for the last name of Grant with a
social security number, CM/ECF will return a single party.

• When searching for creditors, it may be necessary to conduct multiple searches. First, search for the
entire name (e.g. World Communications). If that is not successful, you can search for part of the
creditor’s name (e.g. World Comm or just World). If there are articles in the title such as “A” or “The,”
you may not need to include the article in the search.
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